JOB DESCRIPTION – Data Analyst

COMPANY – SAIC: www.saic.com

Seeking a recent or upcoming college grad to be a data analyst with high-tech, engineering firm supporting Navy customer. Candidate will maintain data repository under configuration management. Maintain database integrity, data pedigree, and compliance with Navy standards, while integrating data from multiple sources. Prepare and release scheduled baseline updates and additional architecture views, diagrams, lists, matrixes, and reports as needed.


Maintain and improve data and configuration management processes, process documentation and process tools/aids. Identify and resolve data/process issues.

SKILLS

- Must be detail oriented and have strong analytical, critical thinking and communication skills.
- Strong math skills and experience with Microsoft Excel required; knowledge of SQL a plus
- Understanding of relationship to database structure, representational diagrams, and the impact of data changes.
- Familiarity with Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) desirable.
- Understanding of Department of Defense Architecture Framework (DoDAF) and IBM System Architect tool a plus but not required. Will train

OTHER REQUIREMENTS

- Ability to obtain DoD SECRET clearance

SALARY RANGE: $60-$70k

Contact:

Rob MacDonald
SAIC Program Manager
macdonaldr@saic.com